1772 SALAAL 2015
VARIETAL
72% Syrah
18% Petite Sirah
10% Grenache

AGING
Aged for 19 months in a combination of French and American
oak barrels with approximately 10% of them being new

VINEYARD
Edna Ranch, Edna Valley

CASE PRODUCTION
268

WINEMAKER NOTES
The Syrah base for that wine is a blend of 3 different clones grown
on 2 distinctive soils. Our clones 99 and 877 grow on the Hollister
section of our Edna Ranch vineyard. The soil is well drained and
rockier, stressing the vines and resulting in more aromatic and
concentrated wines. Our clone 174 grows on the Salaal vineyard,
which has a richer and deeper soil, giving a balance wine with a
long finish. The Grenache was grown on the Poletti and Salaal
vineyard blocks and the Petite Syrah came from the Poletti section
as well. The Syrah, Grenache and Petite Sirah grapes for this wine
were fermented separately in stainless steel tanks then blended
and aged for 19 months in French and American oak barrels

TASTING NOTES
This deeply dark purplish wine has aromas of eucalyptus, cured
meats, grounded nutmeg, blackberry pie filling, vanilla, molasses
and a hint of smokiness. Enticing flavors of juicy pomegranate,
violet, confectionary notes of graham cracker and campfire on
the finish. This wine is smooth from beginning to end and has
integrated tannin that lingers on the finish.

ABOUT TOLOSA
At Tolosa, we are true believers in the special terroir that is Edna Valley, nestled amongst the northwest
to southeast running volcanic hills of San Luis Obispo County and the frontier for the most complex
cool-climate varietals in California. Our Pinot Noirs and Chardonnays reflect the cold Pacific wind that
sweeps down the coast and funnels into the valley, as well as the remarkable diversity of soil types:
ingredients for nuanced and balanced wines of distinctive character.
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